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PRESS RELEASE, October 2015 

Dearborn, Michigan -- The 35
th

 Annual Nationals - Chrysler Car Club Convention was the 

scene of the perfect weekend, both in weather, cars and our celebrating 35 years of producing 

this show. You couldn’t have asked for better weather with temperatures in the high 70’s – 

low 80’s throughout the weekend or for a greater turnout of cars. The car count was up again 

this year along with the number of swap vendors. The Midway saw a loss of a few vendors, some sadly now defunct while others had to 

choose between our all Mopar show vs. the all makes NSRA event in Kentucky. Holley, Comp Cams and a few others headed south.  

This might have been a blessing though as we needed as much space as possible to handle the Dodge Thrill Rides and Product 

Showcase. More on that later… 
 

Using the successful formula over the past 35 years, the Judging took place on Friday, where competition this year was VERY tight. The 

quality of the cars raised the bar once again. In some cases the winner was separated by a fraction of a point as the skilled judging team 

had to spend a lot of time working out who were the top finishers. OE Certification had three cars pre-entered, with only two showing 

up, as once again a case where it takes longer than expected to complete the restoration process. One of the vehicles was a very rare 

1965 Dodge Dart Charger. These were only offered on the west coast, California to be specific and the attention to using only OE parts 

on this restoration was way beyond what we normally see. Belts, hoses, even date correct tires were used, including the spare! The car 

scored well just missing a Gold by a few points, but earned a Silver in the OE
TM

 Certification. It was also chosen as the Best of Show 

1965 model.  Congratulations to Elf Andersson who is from Sweden and had the vehicle shipped over to attend many of the Mopar car 

shows across the country for 2015-2016.  The other entry in the certification class was Mike Charles of Florida with his fresh restoration 

of a 1969 Dodge Daytona. The car was remarkable as his efforts took Gold in the program and also won Best of Show. A big hand goes 

out to all those who entered their cars in the Judged show process and Congratulations to the winners. 

 Friday is also racing, as participants dial their cars in with time trails and qualifying sessions.  On one side of the track is 

Judging, while the other side is the racers (well swap, midway, fun field and car corral also occupy space along with other 

attractions). Some of the event highlights this year was the Dodge Thrill Ride & Product Showcase along with the Scat Pack Credit 

Card program and unique Dodge & Scat Pack wearables. The Dodge Thrill rides ran all weekend long and offered everyone the 

ability to participate as a passenger with professional drivers. To date, it was the largest number of rides given on a weekend since 

the program’s inception. Hellcats, Scat Packs or even Vipers in side by side Drag Racing and then an autocross slalom style return 
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back to the start. Participants 

experienced the awesome horsepower 

and torque of these cars. The product 

showcase featured all the Dodge 

offerings especially the HP offerings of 

the Charger & Challenger. Steve 

Magnante was on site interviewing 

Mopar owners in the Dodge Showcase 

as well as Drag Racers as they were 

getting ready to run their class. The 

thrill rides will be back next year along 

with new features as we are working on 

plans for a bigger and better setup with 

some special surprises.  

 This year’s theme was the 50
th

 

Anniversary of the 1965 model year and a 

special tribute to the Plymouth AAR 

‘Cuda and Dodge Challenger T/A. 

Special displays and reserved parking was 

available to participants. 31 Trans Am 

cars 

were on display with a few others within the show field. Another attraction this year was the 

Reunion of the Motown Missile cars. in a special display, the freshly restored 1972 Cuda, the 1973 

Duster, 1971 Challenger and the wire car were on display all weekend long with some additional 

rare Hemi cars.  Great looking display!  Featured in the Mopar Pavilion was the Golden 

Commandos 1965 Barracuda known as the Gold Fish along with the freshly restored Butch Leal 

1965 Plymouth “California Flash”. There was also a twin pair of Lime Green 2015 Challenger 

Shaker cars on display along with a new Challenger & Charger Hellcat. The Survivor Tent was 

combined with the Trans Am Tribute featuring 90% all original cars along with the AAR & T/A’s 

both inside and parked around the tent.  The Survivor tent is an annual highlight at the Nats where 

participants and spectators can view the cars and see how they came from the factory so those 

restoring a like Make/Model can see all the markings and finishes that the factory used.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 The Car Corral this year had many more reasonably priced and desirable cars which helped out in sales. If you’re in the market 

for a muscle car or any Mopar or AMC for that matter, the time to purchase is still now as prices are on the rise. The economy has 

improved enough and there are some serious buyers out there. The various auto auctions have seen prices gaining on Mopars. Original 

still commands the high prices but Resto-mods are right up there where the builders are making money on their projects. Talking with a 

lot of vendors, sales were good and up again this year. The quality of cars both in the Judging and on the Fun field keeps improving and 

setting new standards. The “Nats” continues to be the premiere Chrysler event of the summer and the hot bed for companies to show 

their new offerings. Many new “Resto” parts made their debut, along with new performance parts and accessories for the new generation 

muscle cars. On the classic side, new sheet metal offerings for cars continues to debut. It’s comforting that there continues to be an effort 

to support the older classics with the continued new offerings even supplying models that were not all that popular.  

 The Nats was again covered by a lot of the Mopar and Car Buff Magazines; Mopar Muscle, Mopar Action, Mopar Collectors 

Guide, Chrysler Power, two publications from Brazil and a few other International magazines and blogs. The Nationals attracts Chrysler 

enthusiasts from all over North American, Hawaii, Canada, Norway, Germany, England, Australia, New Zealand, Sweden, Brazil and a 

few other countries. It’s neat to hear the various accents and other languages when talking to the enthusiasts. These participants have to 

travel to events like the Nats to purchase parts for their cars, as they are either non-existent over where they live or 10 times more 

expensive. We already have had inquiries from Cuba for next year’s show.   

 Last year’s hot topic was the Hellcat and other packages in the new 2015 Challenger and Charger. This year participants that 



purchased their cars were in attendance and even racing them.  After all that’s what they are made for. Some great times in the very low 

11’s were posted even though you could see some participants struggle with the launch.  It’s great to see Dodge & Chrysler back on top 

in the horsepower war and seeing all the offerings: Viper, Charger, Challenger, Grand Cherokee and Dart.  Even the 200 when equipped 

with the 3.6L is something that will put a smile on your face.  

 The Nats featured TECH Seminars again this year, with the subject of cooling system and how to prep your car for judging.  

Joe Gilardi of LA, who has over 30+ years of being a Chrysler Master Technician, was the main speaker.  He described what causes 

issues in cooling systems, how to maintain them and some tips on what to do when you’re having issues and the proper way to 

troubleshoot.  He performed an onsite troubleshooting and repair of a 1962 Dodge Polara where the symptoms was vapor lock and spark 

knock that was diagnosed as a thermostat that was hanging up and a bad clutch fan. Each presentation was followed by a Q&A where 

some great questions came up. Due to the overwhelming success, other TECH session will be planned for next year. As always the Nats 

wants to know what possible subjects the enthusiasts are interested in, if you have any ideas pass them along to us. 

 Other highlights in the Midway consisted of 

Year One offering free shipping, Mr. Norm’s garage, 

with some new products. Petty’s Garage with their big rig 

and featured their newest edition cars and super chargers 

along with installing exhaust systems. DTS, Legendary, 

Vans, Indy Cylinder Head, etc. There are a host of 

performance upgrades now available for the 5.7L, 6.1L 

and 6.4L engines. Make sure you check out these vendors 

as they are offering performance components for your car 

that Mopar hasn’t even thought about. It’s truly amazing 

what is now available for the Mopar enthusiast. The Nats 

continues to be the place to go to purchase that much 

sought after Mopar ride, or find that elusive part that you 

have spent years searching for and now purchase 

performance parts for the new modern muscle. Finding 

NOS parts is becoming increasing difficult as the many years of shows and swap meets has most available stock sold years back.  But 

there is always a few vendors finally bringing out there prized “rare” parts and offering them up for sale. When the repro versions are 

about to come out, you see an uptick in the NOS ones being offered for sale. That’s why many participants/spectators are there on 

Thursday for setup to get the early chance to buy these up. 

 With the official start of the event on Friday and perfect weather, the Nationals Judging Staff went to work on over 150 judged 

entries entered into the various Judging categories as well as the highly sought after Gold Certification program. The Concours style 

Judging was coordinated by Stan Hardcastle, Dave Walker and Junior Wuebbenhorst. The OE team this year was comprised of two 

experts from Chrysler as well as the Nats. With a show of this caliber, it goes without saying now that the competition is very tough, and 

vehicles that win at other shows might not even place at the Nats. The amount of work and attention to detail is very demanding, but 

when you win at the Nats, you know your car is truly something very special. In many classes, the difference between 1
st
 and 3

rd
 is a 

mere one or two points. The Nationals is one of only a few shows held nationwide that actually have experienced Judges assigned to the 

vehicles in the various classes, documenting their appearance, originality or quality of modifications performed. No slight task, as it 

takes over 50 Judges to handle this huge responsibility.  

 The Mopar Muscle “Young Guns” display of show cars always offers a few surprises. The requirements are that the 

participant must be 25 or under, and to a great extent has restored or modified their own car.  No new cars (unless modified) or 

unrestored cars are eligible. Separating this class from the others allows for a more level playing field for the younger entrants that 

more often than not are cash limited on their project versus some of the high priced adult entries. It also serves to help develop that 

father/son bonding and pass on the camaraderie that is so important.  When you look at the current young generation, we are seeing 

less and less interest in cars as compared to past generations, so showcasing the Young Gun talent with American Muscle is the 

right thing to do and get other young kids involved in the hobby. First place Original went to Lucas Buzby of Little Egg Harbor, NJ 

with his ’69 Roadrunner. Modified went to Mike Brandon, of Turboville, PA. with his’71 Duster. Yes, Turbo-ville, population 697. 

 In the pits and show area were the Dodge Red Line blog guys interviewing participants and shooting pictures of the 

various Mopars and blogging about all the different events all weekend long.  There was much to see; Mopar Muscle Magazine & 

West Bend Dyno Tuning teamed up to run the Dyno Challenge where the competition is held to see who has the most horsepower 

for the weekend.  The winner will have a whole story dedicated in an upcoming edition of Mopar Muscle Magazine along with 

receiving their trophy. Back to Friday afternoon action, it was 2 pm and time for the world renowned Mopar Burn-Out Contest. 

This portion of the event always attracts the spectators as well as participants in the stands. Friday’s burn-out saw over 15 entries 

with the winner being Mike Kollatz, of Albany, WI. with his ’97 Dakota, second went to John Cryniewletel, of Valley City, OH. 

with his 78 Dodge Ram and third was Teryy Skaggs, of Victor, WV. with his 70 Cuda. Jumping to Saturdays Burn Out Contest 

results; 1
st
 Brian Gasiewiez, of Buffalo, NY. ’05 Ram 2500 Cummins, 2

nd
 Ben Winland, of 

Frazeyburg, OH. with his ’84 Ram 150 and third place was Dawson Danberry, of 

Circleville, OH. with his ’74 Challenger. It took quite a while for the smoke to clear after 

the contests. Congrats to this year’s winners! 

The Friday night cruisin’ featured a new format where we setup a cruise route that went 

from Black Lake Camp Grounds up to Tri-County Chrysler Dodge Jeep with 5 stops in 



total. Each of the stops featured free food and a live band for the participants to enjoy. Tri-County required a burnout with either a 

thumbs up or down to gain entry. If the crowd gave ya a thumbs up were in, if not proceed to stop #2. Great BBQ and live music 

requires a Smokey burnout. Once the spots were known everyone was waiting for Saturday night to continue the Moparty. Cruising 

on Brice Road was said to be up this year as the hotel parking lot action was “smoke endless”, a new coined Nats term. 

 Saturday’s weather was again perfect with sun and temps in the low 80’s. With 

this being the first big day of the Drag Racing program, things got off to a great start. While 

the racing continued, the Nats schedule also called for the 13
th

 Annual Kids Coloring 

Contest and Hot Wheels Drag Race. Participants age 9 and under get to color the event t-

shirt art as well as compete in the Hot Wheels Drag Race competition. 15 kids enter the 

coloring contest, where they were divided into 6 and under and age 7-9. The winner in the 

6 and under was William Riley of Springfield, KY. second went to Giana Giovanini, 

Barberton, OH.  In the 7 to 9 age group, Caleb Govenettio, Hamburg, NY. took first with 

Tenia Dres, (Age 9), of Valparaiso, IN. in second. 

 

Next up for the kids was the Hot Wheels Drag Race, where they select their car from a 

large assortment of brand new Mopar Hot Wheel offerings. In side by side eliminations, 

just like the big guys are doing on the strip with the sound of the real engine roar in the 

background, the kids (and adults) were all excited as eliminations progressed. It’s great to 

see the kids get involved and whether they win or lose they get to keep their car. Plaques 

are awarded to the Winner, Runner-up and Semi’s. The finals this year turned out to be a 

real young pair of competitors. Boy vs. Girl. In the end it was Ali Ihurilko, of Barberton, 

OH. taking the win over William Riley, of Springfield, KY. in a very close race. 

 

In the real Drag Racing program, anything MOPAR/AMC is allowed to run, and you get a 

chance to see it all, and why not, with over $30,000 dollars up for grabs… the Nats has one 

of the highest racing class payouts of any Mopar event, so it stands to reason there is going to be some serious competition.  This 

year’s drag program again offered on site camping for those who had self-contained (i.e. RV/Motorhome that has shower, 

bathroom and sleeping accommodations). Featured classes were offered in Quick 16, Super Pro, Pro, Sportsman, Stick Shift, Hemi, 

Nostalgic Super Stock, Dodge Viper ET as well as trophy class and FAST. Over 730 individual participants made runs down the 

track in all. The show also offers the Judged & Fun Field cars an opportunity to make a few passes down the track so they can see 

what their car runs and compete for entry into the Nats 100 MPH club.  Each participant 

who can run 100 MPH in the quarter mile receives a Nats 100 MPH Club decal to proudly 

wear on their car. It’s not as easy for the stock early muscle cars as some might think. Some 

pretty impressive times were recorded though as NTR prepares the track very well to help 

guarantee those good 60 foot times.  This year we again ran 1/8 mile in the Quick 16 and 

Super Pro categories as more and more tracks are doing this and since the cars are setup this 

way. A few class eliminations are run on Saturday for Trophy, Nostalgic, Viper, and Stick classes. The STICK class has gained in 

popularity over the past few years as we have a great sponsor and some pretty fast cars competing. This class is in honor of Ronnie 

Sox who was known as the King of the 4spd. We saw this way back in 1993 Nats when Ronnie drove an all stock Dodge Viper to a 

mid-12 second quarter mile ET. The Nats also features a Gamblers race with two classes, “Box” and “No Box”.  Mopar people 

love to run their cars! The winner in the “Friday Box” classification was Mark Claypool, of Harisville, PA. in his ’70 Cuda, running 

a 5.635 @ 122.43 MPH over Runner-Up Chris Hess, of Marietta, OH. in his ’73 Challenger running a 6.374 @ 107.98 MPH. The 

“No Box” went to Mike Nutt, of Columbus, OH. in his ’71 Duster running a 12.98 @ 102.53MPH over Shaun Bemiller, Pataskala, 

OH. and his ’33 Roadster. The Viper Shootout saw Rich Kautz, of Murrysville, PA. run his ’02 Viper to a winning time of 13.1 @ 

91.06 MPH over David Rauske of Rocky River, OH and his ’94 Viper. In the Nats Trophy class we saw Todd Pullins, of 

Scottsburg, IN. in his ’98 Dakota run a 15.346 @ 89.27 MPH to take the win over Jim Taylor, of Goshen, OH. and his ’06 Charger.  

With the Nationals being a non-stop, action packed weekend for Mopar Enthusiasts, 

Saturday is packed with many activities including; The 26
th

 Annual Mopar Model Car 

Nationals for the big & little kids. Sponsored by AutoKnow, out of Utica, Michigan. 

trophies are awarded in over 12 classes based on three age groups.  The amount of 

time, effort, dedication and sheer enthusiasm these modelers put into their cars is just 

unbelievable. If attending the Nats remember to take the time to stop by and see just 

how well these model cars are done. Judging this can sometimes be even tougher than 

the real cars! Saturday night was again Cruise night and the last night of action at the 

Nats. The Cruise was packed! With perfect weather and temps in the 70’s the action 

stretched from the Tri-County Bar-B-Q/Live Band all the way down to the Black Lake 

Camp Grounds. The cruising went into the late night as the Police really never shut the action down. It’s really nice of the new 

towns that supported the event and we are already working on next year to make it even better. We ask the participants to patronize 

the restaurants and businesses in these areas as we are welcome!  

 Sunday usually arrives all too early even though the gates open an hour later so the participants (and staff) get a little more 

sleep time. When 9am struck the track went HOT for the BIG day of racing as we have a lot of classes to get through and hopefully no 



break/oil downs to delay it. The morning is spent with participants getting their last time trials before eliminations begin.   

At High Noon, it’s time for the awards ceremony with the Concours Show Winners Parade. The winning cars in the various classes 

take center stage. Best of Show - Car went to Mike Charles, of Tampa, FL. with his 1969 Dodge Daytona that also scored Gold in 

the OE-Certification. Best of Show 1965 went to Elf Andersson, all the way from Tavelsjo, Sweden, with his 1965 Dodge Dart 

Charger that also took Silver in OE Certification. In celebration of the Trans Am Tribute, Robert Wills, of Columbus, OH. with his 

1970 AAR ‘Cuda was awarded Best AAR/T/A. All the other individual judged show class winners are listed on the Results page. 

With the award ceremony complete, it was time to start the Drag Racing program.  The individual classes were called as the staging 

lanes filled up. One by one the winners advanced to the next round of eliminations. With the great weather and clean racing (i.e., 

No Oil Downs or breakage) the eliminations went rather quick as the sun was still shining brightly when we were completed. 

Another successful Nats had come to an end. Number 35 goes down in the books as another great weekend of everything MOPAR! 

 

With 35 years of continually 

setting the standard of Mopar 

shows, the Nationals is still the 

event to attend for the Mopar 

enthusiast as we continue to 

strive to improve on it.  After all, 

It’s a MOPAR HAPPENING!  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Everything that a die-hard Mopar fan could ever want to see, hear or buy is available at the Nats.  From 1940 Dodge's and Chrysler 

antiques, to the new modern performance machines of the 2016 and beyond. Next year is our 36
th

 Annual event. We are already 

planning some great displays and new attractions. One of the celebrations will be the 50
th

 Anniversary of the 1966 Model Year. 

Mark your calendars now; August 12 - 14, 2016 at NTR! The place to be a part of the Ultimate Mopar Enthusiast Event. Look for 

upcoming details on our website, www.thenats.com 

 

Many thanks to this year’s sponsors: Bob Malcom Enterprises, Indy Cylinder Head, Trailer World, Jegs, Irwin Racing 

Engines, Tri-County Chrysler, Auto Know, Licking County Convention Bureau and Mopar Muscle Magazine. 

We are always looking for additional sponsorship to improve the event. 

 
 

For 2016 sponsorship opportunities, contact us at the address below. 
 With over 2800 Cars, 1200 vendors and almost 50,000 die-hard Mopar Enthusiasts 

 You need to be a part of this event! 
 

 

The individual winners in all the classes of the various events are listed on the attached pages.    

FOR ADDITIONAL PRESS INFORMATION, PHOTOS, etc., CONTACT: 

Mopar Nationals, P.O. Box 2303, Dearborn, MI.  48123    E-mail: moparnats@aol.com    website: www.thenats.com  
 

36th Annual Nationals 

August 12-14, 2016 

National Trail Raceway, Columbus, Ohio 
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